
 
Sent: 26/08/2015 1:29:18 PM 
Subject: Online Submission  26/08/2015   MRS Kim Bowman  44 ocean view RD  Freshwater NSW 2096   RE: Mod2015/0152 - 80 Evans Street FRESHWATER NSW 2096   RE: Mod2015/0152 - 80 Evans Street FRESHWATER NSW 2096   I object to several aspects of the Mod2015/0152 as follow:   1) The approved DA2014/0875 restricted Excavation works to the hours of 8am to 5pm Monday-Friday. This MOD2015/0152 asks for permission to start movement of heavy trucks and loading of excavated materials starting at 7am. On top of all the other inconveniences to residential neighbours over a period of 2 years, this additional inconvenience is not acceptable.   2) The approved DA2014/0875 specifically disallowed a drop-off area on Evans Street. Cars dropping off people should use the internal drive-in ramp in order to minimize the noise impact on Evans Street. However, this Mod2015/0152 proposes that two drop-off spaces be built on Evans Street. This will significantly increase the noise from cars stopping and starting and car doors slamming 24/7. This is unacceptable to the near neighbours. We would robustly request that all arrival and departure activities of patrons should be designed to be on the ocean side of the development as opposed to the current Evans street plan. This will then impact NO local residents at all. Noise and traffic will very quickly become a MAJOR issue for all local residents, including backed up traffic creating not just noise but air pollution with the large increase in traffic to the area. NOT ACCEPTABLE, PLEASE LISTEN TO THE LOCALS WHO WILL BE LIVING WITH THIS FOR EVER. It can be fixed now at the planning phase, without major upset to a forward moving DA. reposition ugly, noisy, smelly components to the ocean side of the development, where there are not large population of residents. PLEASE!!!  3) The original approval of the Envelope of the development limited the height of buildings A,B,C and D to 8.5m and specifically stated that no lift overruns or other utilities would be allowed above this limit. Then, in DA2015/0875, the Diggers requested building glazed lift overruns which exceeded this limit under the assumption that this would not further impact the views of neighbours on Evans St. Now the Diggers wants to replace the glazed lift overruns with painted overruns which will further degrade the views from apartments across Evans Street. This is also unacceptable.   4) I would also like to complain about the totally outrageous statements in the View Analyses conducted for this development. The view from the neighbouring properties toward Curl Curl open waters is being completely obstructed by this concrete pile. 



The View Analysis says that my existing view is miniscule...which is just not true. The View Analysis also states that the "painted lift overruns have not been determined to have any visual impact"... which is not exactly the same a saying the " lift overruns do not have a visual impact"...which they will certainly have. This shifty wording is indicative of the kind of meaningless consultant-speak used throughout the "community consultation" process of this development.   


